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IT’S SEW YOU! FASHION CONTEST
CONTESTANT NAME:

PARISH:

CONESTANT NUMBER:

CONSTRUCTION/DATA PACKET WELL 
DONE COMMENTS POSSIBLE 

POINTS
POINTS 
EARNED

COMPLETED PACKET
 � Complete and accurate
 � Neat, appropriate grammar
 � Textile and Apparel Program Experience 

completed
 � Other

Distribute points as needed

PHOTOS SHOWING 4-H UNIVERSITY OUTFIT
 � Full view, in focus photo of front, left side, right 

side, back
 � Appropriate background, free of clutter, good 

lighting
 � Up close, in focus photo of additional features 

you would like to showcase for the judges

1 point each
1. Front view
2. Back view
3. Left side view
4. Righe side view
Additional photos are not judged or scored.

4 POINTS

SELECTION
PATTERN

 � Envelope copy front and back
 � Company name and pattern number

Distribute points as needed
2 POINTS

COST
 � Calculation of outfit:  fabric, interfacing, lining, 

notions, pattern
 � Total cost of outfit
 � Estimated cost if purchased

Distribute points as needed

2 POINTS

FABRIC FACTS
 � Fashion fabric and type
 � Fiber conent and %
 � Fabric design
 � Care recommended
 � Interfacing or lining (if any)
 � Other:

Distribute points as needed

3 POINTS

CONSTRUCTION FACTS:  CUTTING, MARKING, 
ASSEMBLING

 � On grain, accurate, directions
 � No marking show on outside
 � Designs match, stripes or plaids match
 � Pieces fit together accurately
 � Other:

Distribute points as needed

4 POINTS

STITCHING QUALITY
 � Machine tension adjustment
 � Stitching straight and smooth
 � Length of stitching
 � Distance from edge

Distribute points as needed

4 POINTS
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CONSTRUCTION/DATA PACKET WELL
DONE COMMENTS POSSIBLE 

POINTS
POINTS 
EARNED

SEAMS
Seam Type:  check seams used

 � Understitching
 � Plain
 � French
 � Flat-felled
 � Serged
 � Taped
 � ZigZag
 � Other:  

Crotch of Pants
 � Distance from edge
 � Correct seam finish

Seam Treatments:  check if any used
 � Darts
 � Gathers
 � Pleats
 � Piping
 � Tucks
 � None used

Distribute points as needed
 � Appropriate
 � Seam selection
 � Seam construction
 � Correct seam finish

 � Double stitching for reinforcement
 � Leg seam stitching first

 � Stitching to a point
 � Secured threads
 � Pressing in proper direction
 � Distribution event
 � Spacing even

4 POINTS

NECKLINE OR COLLAR FACING/BINDING: 
check items used
Collar:

 � Secure/smooth attachment to neckline
 � Interfacing attached properly
 � Trimming, grading, notching
 � Understitching

Neckline Facing/Binding
 � Even width
 � Even at closure
 � Edge finish
 � Anchoring only at seamlines

Distribute points as needed

4 POINTS

SLEEVES/ARMHOLES FACING, BINDING, 
CUFFS OR SLEEVE HEM, PLACKET
Distributing ease evenly

 � Trimming, clipping, grading seams
 � Even in width
 � Understitching
 � Placket
 � Suitable edge finish
 � Method of stitching
 � Cuff even at closure
 � Attached acing only a seam line
 � Attached interfacing properly
 � Reinforcement at shoulder and/or sleeve
 � Other: 

Distribute points as needed

4 POINTS
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CONSTRUCTION/DATA PACKET WELL
DONE COMMENTS POSSIBLE 

POINTS
POINTS 
EARNED

FASTENERS check items used
Hooks and eyes, snaps

 � Stitched closures securely
 � Aligned properly

Buttonholes, Buttons
 � All same size, position in seam
 � Buttonhole size appropriate for button
 � Applied correctly, added thread shank if 

needed
Zipper/placket

 � Zipper hidden
 � Top and bottom well positioned
 � Stitching not puckered

Distribute points as needed

4 POINTS

HEM, WAISTBAND, WAISTLINE
 � Even width
 � Attached interfacing properly of needed
 � Reinforced where appropriate
 � Distribution of ease even
 � Stitching straight, secure, size of stitches 

appropriate
 � Bulk removed
 � Pocket
 � Belt, trim, ties, accessory if sewn, decorative 

feature
 � Other:  

Distribute points as needed

3 POINTS

CARE AND HANDLING
 � Pressed while sewing
 � Clean, no spots or smudges
 � Mishaps repaired
 � Other:  

Distribute points as needed

3 POINTS

DEGREE OF DIFFICULTY
(6 points added to score; one point each)

 � Number of garments parts/pattern pieces
 � If less complex = 0 points
 � If more complex = 1 point

Distribute points as needed

Less complex:  one-piece front and back; 
no collar; no sleeves; strapless; unlined

More complex:  multi-piece front and/or 
back; with collar and/or sleeves rather than 
facing or binding; lining

6 POINTS

 � Number and shape of seam lines
 � If less complex = 0
 � If more complex = 1 point

Less complex: Basic structural seams only 
(shoulder, side, CF/CB), traditional darts; 
straight silhouette.

More complex: Structural plus internal 
seams like waistline (natural, raised, 
lowered), princess, gores, 2-ended or curved 
darts; shaped silhouette.

 � Mainpulation of fabric
 � If less complex = 0
 � If more complex = 1 point

Less complex: Flat fabric surfaces. No 
topstitching or trim. 

More complex: Fabric dimension in 
the form of gathers, pleats, flare, tucks, 
topstitching, in-seam or surface trim.
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CONSTRUCTION/DATA PACKET WELL
DONE COMMENTS POSSIBLE 

POINTS
POINTS 
EARNED

 � Style features
 � If less complex = 0
 � If more complex = 1 point

Less complex: No or simple pockets; 
one-piece sleeve; one- piece collar, straight 
hems, etc. 

More complex: Welt pocket, curved pocket; 
sleeve with cuff / placket; 2-piece collar; 
notched collar, shaped hem; etc.

 � Type of closure
 � If less complex = 0
 � If more complex = 1 point

Less complex: Velcro, most elastic casings; 
snaps; hooks n’ eyes; turned and stitched 
plackets.

More complex: Single-lapped zippers, 
invisible zippers, multiple buttons and 
buttonholes.

 � Type of fabric
 � If less complex = 0
 � If more complex = 1 point

Less complex: Medium weight, woven, 
easeable, flat to lightly textured, solid 
colored, spun yarn fabrics like cotton, poly/
cotton, poly/rayon blends.

More complex: Sheer and heavier weights, 
knits, ease- resisting, textured or napped 
fabrics; designs that require matching. 
Multiple fabrics or layers in design.

TOTAL POINTS 50 POINTS
Additional Comments:


